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EUROPEAN BLOCKCHAIN STRATEGY
The European Union (EU) aims to be a leading innovator in
blockchain technology, driving important platforms,
applications, and companies.
Blockchain technology allows unknown individuals and
organizations to make collective agreements and record
permanent information without the intervention of a thirdparty authority. By creating trust in data that was previously
not possible, this technology has the potential to
revolutionize the way information is shared, and
transactions are conducted online.
The European Commission's strategy is designed to achieve
these objectives by supporting a "gold standard" for
blockchain technology in Europe. Furthermore, it will
embrace European values and ideals in its legal and
regulatory framework.

EUROPEAN BLOCKCHAIN STRATEGY
Elements of the European Commission’s
The European Commission strongly supports blockchain
on the policy, legal and regulatory, and funding fronts.
The most significant parts its
blockchain strategy include:
•Building a pan-European public
services blockchain.
•Increasing funding for research
and innovation.
•Promoting blockchain for
sustainability.
•Supporting interoperability and
standards.
•Supporting blockchain skills
development.

BLOCKCHAIN EURO PROJECT – BEUROP

In support of the European Blockchain Strategy,
independently from the government but under the
rules and regulations of the European Strategy, the
European developer community (called BEUROP Blockchain Euro Project) announces the creation
of a blockchain ecosystem. It includes centralized
and decentralized platforms, an NFT marketplace
and gaming, a marketing platform for promoting
blockchain projects with full auditing and analysis.
The BEPR token will be connected to each project,
providing specific advantages such as combining
the platform within the ecosystem or reducing
commissions and fees for trading operations.
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BLOCKCHAIN EURO PROJECT – DEFI

DeFi - a decentralized exchange project that
enables faster and more profitable investments
in the European market thanks to innovative
blockchain-based smart contracts.
This platform will allow token holders to earn
money by providing liquidity to the platform
protocol.

BEUROP DEX

Traditional exchange functions and a pool with
attractive interest rates will be available; a tax
mechanism built into the smart contract make
the BEPR token a profitable asset.
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BLOCKCHAIN EURO PROJECT – CEFI

CeFi - centralized exchange (CEX) fulfilled
according to the rules of the European
blockchain strategy.
While trading is the basis for making money on
cryptocurrency exchanges, many violate laws
without company registration and licenses to
operate.
However, BEUROP CEX aims to solve the
problems existing on other exchanges by
providing the best trading tools and expertise.
BEUROP will offer complete cryptocurrency
solutions, including leveraged trading and
cryptocurrency breakout.
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BLOCKCHAIN EURO PROJECT – NFT & STAIBLECOIN

NFT Marketplace

Stablecoin launch

BEUROP plans to grow by launching a
marketplace for trading music, art, and digital
collectibles. Moreover, the company will offer
trading of non-fungible tokens (NFT) and
games based on using NFT.

The company will also offer a digital currency
designed to be less volatile than other
cryptocurrencies by linking its market value to
an external asset such as the US dollar but
fulfilled in euro.
It will combine the advantages of the world's
second most traded currency with the
transparency, immutability, and efficiency of
blockchain technology.
This stablecoin will be backed by an ecosystem
of liquidity providers, custodians, exchanges,
payment platforms, and others.
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BLOCKCHAIN EURO PROJECT – GAMING

Gaming

BEUROP is developing its online card game,
Legend of Aragon, with the play-to-earn
model.
The game will link the DeFi and NFT
Marketplace platforms, providing benefits to
players. By betting the BEPR token on the
decentralized platform, participants will earn
in-game tokens to improve the heroes'
abilities.
At the same time, the NFT platform will
enable the purchase of new weapons, armor,
game zones, castles, and warriors.
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BLOCKCHAIN EURO PROJECT – MARKETING PLATFORM

Marketing is a crucial feature of any project
to have an impressive start and outcome.
BEUROP will offer a platform for promoting
blockchain projects, including creating
advertising campaigns, the possibility of an
independent audit order, easy and instant
checking of smart contracts for potential
scams, token price analysis, and trading of
their features.
The marketing platform will offer a list of
tokens with the possibility of a private sale
whitelisting tool and the establishment of a
pre-sale phase. Also, the promotion and
launch of complete and complex tokens will
be available as a premium option.

Ads manager
Analytics
Banners
Social medias
Audits

Online magazines

S/contract

Token sale
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MISSION AND VISION

BEUROP
The company's primary goal is to
integrate all projects, such as DeFi,
CeFi, NFT and Gaming platforms,
educational and marketing platforms
in addition, to business assets into one
blockchain ecosystem.

The company's mission is to provide its
customers with the advantages of
using a single ecosystem of BEUROP
products through the possession of
BEPR tokens.

THE NEXT EVOLUTIONARY TOKEN

BEPR is a hyper-deflationary token built
on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
protocol that aims to be a fuel for a
company 1 billion worh through its
unique and brilliant tokenomics.
A successful and experienced crypto
team operates it.

KEY FEATURES - TAXES

Taxes
Each BEPR transaction is taxed
at a rate of 10% of the
transaction amount.
Every time a taxed transaction
occurs, the 3% fees are
redistributed to BEPR token
holders, another 3% go to LP
holders, and the rest go to the
marketing team and charity in
the ratio of 3% and 1%.

incl. charity 1%

ELIMINATES RUG PULL
The
significant
obstacle
of
major
decentralized exchanges such as Uniswap and
Pancakeswap is the pull of the rug due to lack
of liquidity. In conventional liquidity pools,
the liquidity of digital currencies is held by
crypto whales, which own most of the crypto
assets in circulation.

Thus, BEUROP offers a stable and sustainable
cryptocurrency through liquidity locking. This
liquidity lock to Pancakeswap funds makes BEPR's
minimum price increase to achieve stable growth
targets.

To avoid token inflation, BEUROP locks all
liquidity for 1-3 years.
All BEPR tokens sold at PinksaleFinance will
be locked in Pancakeswap for three years.
Beurop´s team liquidity will be locked for one
year.

LIQUIDITY LOCKED FOR YEARS

BEUROP INCENTIVIZES THE HOLDERS

BEPR is community-driven and brings
significant financial value to its holders.
The BEPR token protocol is based on the
reflection mechanism.
Every time transactions are made with
BEPR tokens, 3% of the fee will be
reflected in the holders' wallets.
Therefore, offers the best least resourceintensive alternative for mining and
trading cryptocurrencies. Profits become
relentless with BEPR just by holding.

BEPR TOKEN ALLOCATION
Total supply is 30 mln BEPR tokens.
Liquidity locking mechanisms will boost the
demand for BEPR tokens in the market, leading to
an increase in price. Team liquidity as well as
liquidity for DEX and CEX listings is blocked for 1
year.

ROAD MAP
Reflects the main milestones of the company’s growth and development
2021 Q1

2021 Q2

2021 Q2

2021 Q2

2021 Q3

Concept

Research

Design

Marketing

Pre-sale

*Concept
generation
*Team
Assemble

*Proving the
concept
*Strategic
Plan
*Whitepaper

*Pre-sale
platform
building
*Building the
MVP

*Social Media
*Video
Content
*Airdrops
*Bounty

*Whitelist
Private sale
*Presale
phase
*PCS

2023 Q4

2023 Q3

Stable Coin

CEX&Partnership

*Issue Investigation
*Partnership with
Institutionals
*Stable Coin Launch

*Platform Building
*Platform Testing
*Launch
*Binance listing

2023 Q1-Q2

GAME
*Development
*Full Launch

2022 Q3-Q4

NFT
Marketplace
*Concept&Design
*development
*Platform Testing
*Game Develop
*MP Full Launch

2022 Q1-Q2

2021 Q3-Q4

DEX

Marketing

*Concept&Design
*Platform Building
*Platform Testing
*Launch
*2d Phase MP

* investigation
*Development
* 1st Phase MP
Launch

